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12 A. Giorgilliwith Imax = maxl(Il(0)), up to a timeT = T� exp"� + 1e � I�Imax � 12(�+1)# :Unfortunately, here one has � > n� 1, whih is a bad dependene on n; however, thisresult has not been optimized.Suh results an be obtained by the methods desribed in the present leture. Asubstantially simpler, but unfortunately less general, method an be found in ref. [15℄.An extension to the ase of an in�nite system of oupled osillators, but with a par-tiular lass of initial onditions, an be found in ref. [16℄.4.2 The Lagrangian point L4Considering the spatial, irular restrited three body problem in the Sun{Jupiterase, one an look for a radius R0 suh that an asteroid starting in a neighbourhoodof radius R0 of the Lagrangian point L4 is on�ned to a neighbourhood of radius 2R0for a time T of the order of the age of the universe.Due to the partiular simpliity of the problem, one an improve the hoie ofthe optimal normalization order by expliitly omputing the onstant �r in (3.4), andperforming optimization by omputer. This gives for R0 a value of a few kilometers,whih is not far from being a realisti result. Let me stress, in suh onnetion, thatthe use of the omputer is only limited to the evaluation of the onstants whih appearin the theory.4.3 The diatomi gasIn this model, the only prime integral for the normalized Hamiltonian is h
. Suha result is in a sense optimal, sine, due to the omplete resonane, essentially nobound an be put on the exhange of energy among the internal vibration of themoleules. So, the best we an do is to prove that the subsystem of the translationaland rotational degrees of freedom of the moleules and the subsystem of the internalvibrations evolve in fat independently, eah with its own internal, possibly haotidynamis, and that a signi�ant transfer of energy between these two subsystems takesan exponentially large time.The results of set. 3.4 allow to onlude, in this ase, that the energy exhangeis of order ��1 up to a time T = T� exp� ���� :Note that the exponent a whih appears in (1.2), and is of order 1=n in the ase ofthe nonlinear hain, here is exatly 1. This is preisely due to the resonane. Indeed,due to the fat that 
1 = : : : = 
� , one has that the expression k � 
 either vanishes,but the orresponding term goes into the normal form, or is a multiple of 
1, so thatthere are no small denominators at all. The prie paid is the fat that no informationis available on the internal evolution of the subsystem of the vibrations.



Reent developments in perturbation theory : : : 11Replae now suh value in the bound (3.4) of the remainder, so thatjR(r)j < C 0rr(�+1) ���� �r ;and minimize it by setting(3:5) r = ropt = "1e � ���� 1�+1#(here, [�℄ denotes the integer part). Thus, the optimal normalization order ropt isdetermined as a funtion of the perturbation parameter �. By substituting suh valuein the estimate for the remainder one gets(3:6) jR�j < A� exp"�� + 1e � ���� 1�+1# ;where R� denotes the remainder when the normalization order is hosen aording to(3.5), and A is a onstant.The onlusion is that the hange in time of a prime integral is of the same orderof the deformation up to a time jtj � min(T; T0), where(3:7) T = T���1 exp"� + 1e � ���� 1�+1# ;and T0 is the esape time of the orbit from the domain DR=2;��1=2 , where the estimateshold. The time T0 an usually be determined by independent onsiderations; forexample, it is atually in�nite if the motion takes plae on a ompat surfae ofonstant energy whih is ontained in DR=2;��1=2 .4. Bak to the model problemsLet me now onlude by oming bak to the spei� problems raised in set. 2,and quoting some reent results. As said in the introdution, the aim is to show thatthe appliation of the previous sheme to these models an substantially improve theoriginal Nekhoroshev's results.4.1 Nonlinear hainsAssuming that the frequenies ! are nonresonant, the normalized Hamiltonianadmits n prime integrals of the form �(l) = Il +�(l)1 + : : :, whih are perturbations ofthe harmoni ations Il = 12 Pl !l(x2l + y2l ). If the initial data Il(0) are small enough,then one has jIl(t)� Il(0)j < CI3=2max ;



10 A. GiorgilliDR=2;��1=2 , and one has the estimates
(3:4) jT�h
 � h
j < C1��2���T�ĥ� ĥ��� < C2��2�r���R(r)��� < C3� r�r�r ���� �r :Here, the dependene on the normalization order r has been put into evidene.The estimates above have been adapted to the ase of onstraints, but essentiallythe same results are obtained in the ase of the ellipti equilibrium, with the samedependene on the normalization order r, and a perturbation parameter % = ��1whih ontrols the size of the polydisk �%R where the normal form is guaranteed tobe analyti. A detailed proof for the ase of onstraints an be found in ref. [6℄; thease of ellipti equilibrium has been investigated in ref. [14℄.3.4 Exponential estimates on the remainderForget now, for a moment, the remainder R(r), and onsider the dynamial evo-lution of the trunated Hamiltonian Z = Z0 +Prs=1 Zs. Let I = I0 + I1 + : : : be aprime integral for Z (in general, given I0 = P�l=1 �l(�2l + �2l ) with M
 ? � 2 R� ,then T�I0 is a prime integral; for example, T�h
 is a prime integral). Then, if oneobserves the dynamial evolution of I0 one sees that its value hanges over a time saleof order �, i.e. a quite short time; however, sine I is onstant, suh hange in time isbounded by jI � I0j, evaluated over the domain where the motion takes plae. If onean guarantee that suh domain is ontained in DR=2;��1=2 , then the hange of I0 isbounded for all times, being of order ��1. Suh hange is due to the deformation ofoordinates indued by the near to identity anonial transformation.Taking now into aount the whole Hamiltonian H(r), one sees that I is an ap-proximate integral whose time derivative is of the same order ��r of the remainderR(r). Thus, superimposed to the deformation, there may be a drift due to the noiseindued by the remainder. Suh drift is slow, sine it an beome of the same or-der ��1 of the deformation only after a time interval of order �r�1, but its possibleexistene does not allow to draw any onlusion about the motion for in�nite times.The bound above on the noise has an evident shortoming: it depends on thenormalization order r, whih is learly an extraneous element introdued by the per-turbation sheme. Thus, one is naturally led to remove suh element by looking for ahoie of r, say ropt, whih minimizes the size of the remainder.A general method is the following. Realling the usual diophantine theory, hoosethe sequene f�sgs�1 as �s = s�� , with suitable onstants  > 0 and � � 0 (it isknown that for � > ��1 suh a ondition is satis�ed by a set of 
's of large measure).



Reent developments in perturbation theory : : : 9�(r) = f�sgrs=1 whih gives the Hamiltonian the formH(r) = Z0 + rXs=1Zs +R(r) ;where Z0 = H0, Zs is in normal form and R(r) is a nonnormalized remainder. Bynormal form it is simply meant that Lh
Zs = 0. This is a lassial and well knownproblem, so let me just stress only the relevant points in the proedure. The ompletetreatment an be found in ref. [6℄.First, let me show how the problem of the nonintegrable part ĥ in H0 is solved.Proeeding in the usual way, i.e. using the sheme of the triangular diagram (3.2)in order to ollet terms of the same order, one would obtain the usual equationLH0�s + Zs = 	s, with known 	s, to be solved with respet to �s and Zs withthe ondition LH0Zs = 0. This, due to the lak of knowledge about ĥ, is in generalimpossible. The key point is instead to notie that LH0�s = Lh
�s + L"2ĥ�s, andthat, if �s 2 Ps, then Lh
�s 2 Ps, but L"2ĥ�s 2 Ps+1. Suh elementary remarkallows to shift L"2ĥ�s to the next order, where it beomes a known term, so that theequation above takes the simpler form(3:3) Lh
�s + Zs = 	s ;with known 	s, and the (p; x) variables play essentially the role of parameters. Thesolution proeeds then as usual: the vetor 
 determines a resonane moduleM
 2 Z�de�ned as M
 = fk 2 Z� : k � 
 = 0g; suh module determines a splitting 	s =	s + ~	s, where 	s ollets the resonant terms of 	s and ~	s the remaining ones;�nally one puts Zs = 	s and uses ~	s in order to determine �s.A seond relevant point is that, in solving the equation (3:3) above, there appearsmall denominators of the form k � 
 with k 2 Z� n M
. However, due to the veryde�nition of Ps, the solution of (3.3) at order s involves a �nite number of smalldenominators, in this ase those with 0 < jkj � 4s. So, in order to ontrol the ationof the small denominators, it is enough to determine a noninreasing sequene f�sgs�1of positive onstants suh that jk �
j � �s for 0 < jkj � 4s and k 62 M
.Giving rigorous estimates for the generating sequene and the normal form isnow a tehnial matter: the formal normalization algorithm is translated into a setof reursive estimates. The result is that, assuming that there exist real positiveonstants E0, � and E suh that kĥkR � E0 and kHskR � �s�1E, one proves thatfor any positive d < R one has k�skR�d � �s�1s � with � = Cr=�r and � = 4E=�r;the onstant C depends on E0, E, � and d. Thus, the generating sequene satis�esthe onditions for the onvergene of the anonial transformation stated in set. 3.2.Choosing now d = R=4, and realling that "2 = ��1 for the original Hamiltonian(2.3) of the model of onstraints, one gets the �nal result that under the hypothesesabove there exist real positive onstants ��, C1, C2 and C3 depending on E0, E, �and R suh that for any � > �� the normalized Hamiltonian is analyti in the domain



8 A. Giorgilliof set. 3.1. In fat, one an build the triangular diagram
(3:2)

g0 f0#g1 E1f0 f1# #g2 E2f0 E1f1 f2# # #g3 E3f0 E2f1 E1f2 f3# # # #... ... ... ... ... . . .where the expansion of f = Ps>0 fs is represented by the right diagonal, and theexpansion g =Ps>0 gs of the transformed funtion g = T�f is represented by the leftolumn. Here, terms belonging to the same lass are represented on the same row,and one easily heks that the diagram an be �lled in by olumns, as indiated bythe arrows. This makes evident whih, and how many, terms must be omputed inorder to determine g up to a given order.Finally, the inverse transformation T�1� an also be given by an expliit algorithmbased on the same triangular diagram: it is enough to onsider g as known and f asunknown, and to use the fat that the diagram is �lled in by olumns.Let me also stress that the present algebrai approah has some advantages withrespet to the usual approah to Lie transforms, whih makes essential use of theow generated by a nonautonomous anonial system. Indeed, in the latter methodone must hoose a single perturbation parameter, to be identi�ed with the timevariable of the anonial ow, thus making not so natural the extension of the methodto the ase of many perturbation parameters. The usual approah ould, of ourse,be reovered, but let me stress that only the algebrai algorithm is used, in fat, inpratial appliations, and that all the relevant properties an be proven by purelyalgebrai methods. The referene to a anonial ow looks like a psyhologial supportmore than like an essential mathematial tool.3.3 Normal form of the HamiltonianThe development of the theory now follows more losely the usual sheme. Start-ing, for de�niteness, with the Hamiltonian of the model of onstraints, written in theform H =H0 +Xs�1Hs ;H0 = h
(�; �) + "2ĥ(p; x) ; Hs 2 Ps ;with h
(�; �) and ĥ(p; x) as in (2.4), one looks for a trunated generating sequene



Reent developments in perturbation theory : : : 7Suh operator turns out to be linear, invertible, and to preserve produts and Poissonbrakets, i.e. T�(f � g) = (T�f)(T�g) and T�ff; gg = fT�f; T�gg. Moreover, any nearto identity anonial transformation (p; q) = C(p0; q0) an be given the form(3:1) pl = T�p0l ; ql = T�q0l ; 1 � l � n ;with an uniquely determined (up to a onstant) generating sequene �, and expliitreursive formulae an be given for the inverse operator T�1� and for the generatingsequene, ' say, of the omposition of two transformations, T� and T say, so thatT' = T� Æ T . The formal proofs an be found in ref. [13℄.Coming now to a rigorous viewpoint, and referring for de�niteness to the modelof onstraints, one proves that, under the hypothesis that there exist real onstants� � 0 and � > 0 suh that k�skR � �s�1s �, for any positive d < R=2, and for" < "� = �2e2�d + ���1=2 ;the anonial transformation de�ned by T� is analyti, and one hasDR�2d;" � T�(DR�d;") � DR;" ;where DR;" = GR � �"R, and �"R is a polydisk of radius "R in the (�; �) variables,entered at the origin of C2� . The proof an be found in ref. [6℄.The present approah is more e�etive when ompared with the lassial one in-volving generating funtions in mixed variables. Let me add some remarks to illustratethis fat.A �rst remark is that the transformation is given by an expliit reursive expres-sion: no inversion is needed, like in the lassial method.A seond remark is onerned with the fat that, given a funtion f(p; q), theanonial transformation (3.1) transforms it to f 0(p0; q0) = (f Æ T�)(p0; q0): a standardresult in the Lie series theory, namely the exhange theorem (see ref. [8℄), states thatf 0(p0; q0) oinides with T�f , i.e. that f Æ T� = T�f . The atual onsequene is thatno substitution is needed in order to determine the transformed funtion f 0, sine itis given by an expliit algorithm. This is, aording to Gr�obner, the most fasinatingaspet in the Lie transform theory.The third remark is that the expansion of a transformed funtion is automatiallyreordered aording to the perturbation order, i.e. the lass Ps to whih a term inthe expansion belongs. This is evident if one heks that the operator Es in the veryde�nition of T� maps the spae Pr into Pr+s, due to the formal algebrai properties



6 A. Giorgillivergene of the expansion. The tehnial tool onsists in translating the reursiveformulae of the formal perturbation sheme into reursive estimates.The simplest example is that of the ellipti equilibrium. The natural (and las-sial) hoie is to identify Ps with the linear spae of homogeneous polynomials ofdegree s+ 2 in the anonial variables, so that the Hamiltonian (2.1) is haraterizedby Hs 2 Ps. Writing a polynomial f 2 Ps as f = Pj;k fjkxjyk, with fjk 2 C, asuitable norm is kfkR = Rs+2Pj;k jfjkj, R being a positive parameter.The model of onstraints is more omplex. Considering the variables (p; x) on-�ned in an open onneted set G 2 Rn, one makes a omplex extension to a domainGR = [(p;x)2GDR(p; x) ;where DR(p; x) is a polydisk of radius R entered in (p; x), i.e.DR(p; x) = �(p0; x0) 2 C2n : ��pj � p0j�� � R ; ��xj � x0j�� � R ; 1 � j � n	 :Considering now the variables (�; �) on�ned in a neighbourhood of the origin of size" = ��1=2, and making a power expansion of a funtion f(p; x; �; �; ") in �; � and ",the natural hoie is to use the degree of a polynomial in �; � and " as the perturbationorder. However, in order to satisfy the formal properties i{iii. above, one is fored toidentify Ps with the diret sum of the spaes of homogeneous polynomials of degreem with 2s+ 2 � m � 4s in �; � and ", so that a funtion f 2 Ps an be written asf = X2s+2�l+jjj+jkj�4s "lf (l)jk (p; x)�j�k ;the oeÆients f (l)jk (p; x) being analyti funtions of (p; x) in the interior of GR andbounded on GR. A suitable hoie of the norm is thenkfkR =Xl;j;k jf (l)jk jR ; jf (l)jk jR = sup(p;x)2GR jf (l)jk (p; x)j :3.2 Near to identity anonial transformationsThe next step onsists in de�ning a near to identity anonial transformation viaa reursive algebrai algorithm.Considering a generating sequene � = f�sgs�1 of funtions �s 2 Ps, and intro-duing the Lie derivative L�j � = f�j ; �g, one de�nes the operatorT� =Xs�0Es ;where E0 = Id ; Es = sXj=1 jsL�jEs�j :



Reent developments in perturbation theory : : : 5both the models above, beause ĥ is not restrited to represent an integrable system:one needs a perturbative sheme for a nonintegrable system.The approah taken here onsists in onsidering the whole system as omposedof two separate subsystems ĥ(p; x) and h
(�; �), eah with its own internal, possiblyhaoti, dynamis, and in looking only for a bound on the energy exhange betweenthese two subsystems over a large time sale, in the spirit of Nekhoroshev's theorem.3. The perturbation shemeThe goal is now to build a general perturbative algorithm that an be appliedto the models above, in partiular to the problem of onstraints. At the same time,partiular attention is paid to obtaining good estimates, mainly for what onernsthe dependene on the number of degrees of freedom. The main tool is an algebraiapproah to perturbation theory based on reursive formulae, like in the Lie transformmethod desribed in refs. [8{10℄. Only a short aount of these methods is given here.For details, see for example refs. [11{12℄.3.1 Algebrai frameworkThe �rst step onsists in translating the onept of \perturbation order" into analgebrai struture. This is given by introduing a sequene fPsgs�0 of lasses offuntions suh that:i. Ps is a linear spae for s � 0;ii. for any f 2 Ps, then �f�z 2 Ps�k for a suitable k; here, z is any of the anonialoordinates, and k is usually 0 or 1 (of ourse, one requires s � k);iii. for any f 2 Ps and g 2 Pr one has ff; gg 2 Ps+r (ff; gg denoting the Poissonbraket).The properties above essentially ask that the algebrai struture of the lasses Ps beompatible with the operations needed in order to build a perturbative sheme, namelysums, derivatives and Poisson brakets. All the funtions involved are assumed to begiven as series f = Ps�0 fs with fs 2 Ps, like in a power series development in asmall parameter.The generalization above reets the fat that in the model of onstraints onedeals with at least two parameters|the dimensionless quantity ��1 and the size ofthe (�; �) variables. In suh a ase the straightforward appliation of the usual ex-pansion in a parameter does not work. More generally, one an imagine ases whenthe identi�ation of an expansion parameter is not trivial at all; a possible way outis to deide a priori, on the basis of heuristi onsiderations, what is small and why,and to hek the onsisteny of that hoie on the basis of rigorous estimates on theexpansions.Rigorous estimates an be produed by introduing a suitable norm on the spaesPs, whih allows to ontrol the size of the various terms and to investigate the on-



4 A. Giorgilli2.2 Relaxation times in statistial systemsConsider a anonial system with analyti Hamiltonian(2:2) H(p; x; �; �) = ĥ(p; x) + h!(�; �) + f(p; x; �; �) ;where h!(�; �) = 12 �Xl=1 ��2l + !2l �2l � ; (�; �) 2 R2�is the Hamiltonian of a system of harmoni osillators, ĥ(p; x) is the Hamiltonian of ageneri n{dimensional system, and f(p; x; �; �) a oupling term whih is assumed tobe of order �, and so to vanish for � = 0. More spei� models are the realization ofphysial onstraints and a statistial system like a diatomi gas of idential moleules.In the ase of onstraints the Hamiltonian ĥ(p; x) desribes the motion of theonstrained system, while h!(�; �) desribes the vibrations of the onstraints. Oneis then interested in investigating the relations between the time evolution of theonstrained system and that of the whole system in the limit ! !1.The statistial model of a diatomi gas an be studied in the same spirit: theHamiltonian ĥ(p; x) desribes the translational and rotational degrees of freedom,while h!(�; �) desribes the internal vibrations. Assuming that the moleules interatvia a regular short range potential, one is still interested in understanding the dynam-ial evolution in the limit of large !'s. The peuliarity of suh a system with respetto that of onstraints lies in the fat that the number � of moleules is large, but allthe frequenies are equal, so that the system is ompletely resonant.The identi�ation of a perturbative parameter in these systems proeeds as fol-lows. Write ! = �
 with 
 of the same order of the inverse of a typial time saleof the onstrained system (for example the harateristi time for the ollision of twomoleules, whih is non zero if the interation potential is regular) and large �; thentransform the variables aording to � = �0p�
 and � = �0=p�
, and assume thetotal energy of the onstraints (or of the internal vibrations) to be �nite, so that thevariables (�0; �0) turn out to be on�ned in a disk of size 1=p�. Then the Hamiltonianan be given the form, omitting primes,(2:3) H(p; x; �; �; �) = ĥ(p; x) + �h
(�; �) + 1�f�(p; x; �; �)with(2:4) h
(�; �) = 12 �Xl=1 
l ��2l + �2l �(here, a straightforward omputation would give ��1=2 in front of f , but f itself turnsout to be of order ��1=2, sine it vanishes for � = 0). Thus, the problem looks similar tothe fundamental problem of dynamis, orresponding to the Hamiltonian (1.1), sine��1 plays the role of a small parameter; at the same time it resembles the problem ofthe ellipti equilibrium, due to the form of h
. In fat, it is de�nitely di�erent from



Reent developments in perturbation theory : : : 32. Model problems and spei� questionsIn order to illustrate the theory I will make referene to two examples: the stabilityof an ellipti equilibrium point, whih is a lassial topi, and the problem of relaxationtimes in statistial systems, whih has reently been investigated from the viewpointof perturbation theory[5;6℄.2.1 The stability of an ellipti equilibrium point.The Hamiltonian of the system an typially be given the form(2:1) H(x; y) = 12 nXl=1 !l �x2l + y2l �+Xs>0Hs(x; y) ;where Hs is a homogeneous polynomial of degree s + 2 in the anonial variables(x; y) 2 R2n, and ! 2 Rn is the vetor of the harmoni frequenies, whih are assumedto be all nonvanishing. More spei� models are the nonlinear hain, like the elebratedFPU model[7℄, and the Lagrangian triangular equilibrium points L4 and L5 of theirular restrited three body problem.For the FPU model, namely a hain of n+ 2 idential point masses on a straightline, onneted with nonlinear springs and with �xed ends, the harmoni frequeniesare given by !l = 2� sin l�2(n+1) , 1 � l � n, (� being a onstant).For the Lagrangian points, denoting by m and M the masses of the primaries,and introduing the dimensionless parameter � = m=(M +m), the triangular pointsturn out to be ellipti (and so linearly stable) for 0 < 27�(1 � �) < 1, but, unlikethe FPU model, the frequenies have di�erent signs. For example, onsidering thepoint L4 for the Sun{Jupiter ase, and allowing the asteroid to move in spae one gets� � 0:95387� 10�3, !1 � 0:99676, !2 � �0:80464� 10�1 and !3 = 1.In these models two problems arise.i. Stability: this is easily solved for the FPU model, sine the Hamiltonian has aminimum in the equilibrium, but remains unsolved, up to now, for the L4 point,beause the equilibrium is a saddle point for the Hamiltonian; in the latter asestrong results have been obtained in the framework of KAM theory, but de�niteonlusions an only be drawn in the planar ase.ii. Freezing of the harmoni ations: lassial statistial mehanis is usually believedto predit, in the FPU model, equipartition of energy among the normal modes;however this is not observed, for low total energy, in numerial simulations.Both these problems an be faed, in the framework of perturbation theory, byrelaxing the de�nition of stability: instead of looking for a on�nement of orbits (orfor freezing of the ations) over an in�nite time, one proves that this happens up toa �nite, but large time, possibly exeeding any realisti time over whih a physialsystem an be investigated.



2 A. GiorgilliLukily, the plain piture above does not generally extend to the perturbed ase" 6= 0. The �rst negative result in suh diretion is due to Poinar�e himself[1℄, whoproved that, under nondegeneray onditions on the unperturbed Hamiltonian h(p),namely det� �2h�pj�pl� 6= 0, the system (1.1) does not in general admit analyti primeintegrals independent of the Hamiltonian.A positive result ame with the elebrated Kolmogorov's theorem[2℄, whih statesessentially that strongly nonresonant invariant tori are preserved under the perturba-tion, at least for " small enough. However, despite its invaluable oneptual relevane,suh result ould hardly be used, as it stands, for pratial appliations, beause theomplement of the set of the invariant tori, exept in the ase n = 2, is onneted, sothat the phenomenon of the so alled Arnold di�usion annot be exluded.A omplementary result, possibly more interesting for appliations, is given byNekhoroshev's theorem[3℄. Roughly speaking, the result is that the di�usion, if any, isso slow that it annot be deteted over a time interval(1:2) T = T� exp�"�" �a ;with suitable onstants T�, "� and a. So, although no information is provided foratually in�nite times, one an in priniple ontrol the dynamial behaviour of thesystem for very large time intervals, possibly exeeding any realisti time. I will omebak to this point.Now, in the light of Nekhoroshev's theorem, the problem naturally arises whethersuh results an be e�etively applied to physial systems, mainly in the ase of statis-tial models, with a large number of degrees of freedom. A �rst remark onerns thesize of the onstants T�, "� and a in the exponential estimate (1.2): when expliitlyomputed, the onstants T� and "� turn out to be ridiulously small. For example,if one tries to apply Nekhoroshev's result, as in its original formulation, to the solarsystem, where the perturbative parameter is essentially the ratio between Jupiter'smass and the mass of the Sun, one �nds that the theorem an be applied providedthe mass of Jupiter is several orders of magnitude less than that of a proton. A se-ond remark onerns the dependene of the same onstants on the number of degreesof freedom: for example, still using the original Nekhoroshev's formulation, one hasa � 1=n2. This fat led some authors to onlude that Nekhoroshev's like results arenot appliable to statistial systems, where the number n of degrees of freedom goesto in�nity[4℄.Of ourse, one is not authorized to immediately onlude that Nekhoroshev'stheorem is a wonderful mathematial result, but ompletely useless for physis. Here,like in KAM theory, the expliit values of the onstants are estimated via a set ofinequalities whih are often far from being optimal, and ould hardly be optimizedunless one makes more spei� assumptions on the physial system.The aim of the present leture is to disuss some reent attempts to build aperturbation sheme whih gives quite good, and possibly realisti, estimates, thusproviding a positive, although partial, answer to the questions raised above.
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Abstrat. The methods of lassial perturbation theory are revisited in the light of arigorous algebrai approah and of Nekhoroshev's theorem on stability over exponentiallylarge times. The appliations to the restrited three body problem and to a statistial modelof a diatomi gas of idential moleules are illustrated, with the aim of giving good estimatesfor the size of the stability region and for the dependene on the number of degrees of freedom.1. IntrodutionAording to Poinar�e[1℄, the fundamental problem of dynamis is the study of aanonial system with Hamiltonian(1:1) H(p; q; ") = h(p) + "f(p; q; ") ;where p = (p1; : : : ; pn) 2 G � Rn, with G an open set, and q = (q1; : : : ; qn) 2 Tn areation{angle variables, " is a real (small) parameter and H(p; q; ") is assumed to bean analyti funtion of p, q and ".In the present leture I plan to illustrate reent rigorous results onerning suhkind of systems, in the spirit of Nekhoroshev's theorem on stability over exponentiallylarge times.The dynamial evolution of the unperturbed system, i.e. the one with HamiltonianH(p; q; 0) = h(p), is a well known topi: the system admits n independent primeintegrals, namely the ations p1; : : : ; pn, and the ow in phase spae is given byp(t) = p(0) ; q(t) = !(p(0))t+ q(0) ;where !(p(0)) = �h�p (p(0)) are the unperturbed frequenies and (p(0); q(0)) the initialdata. So, the phase spae is foliated into invariant tori, and the motion on a torusis either quasi periodi or periodi, aording to the possible existene of resonanerelation among the frequenies, namely relations like k � ! = 0 with 0 6= k 2 Zn.


